
Dear Mark, 
  
Following the consultation in subject, please find our answers below: 
  
Q1- According to our most recent statistical analysis, currently 70% of calls to our adult 
services come from callers dialling from a mobile phone. The increase rate for the last 5 
years running has been on the range of an average 5% more mobile callers every year. 
It also worth mentioning that 20% of callers using their mobile phone are dialling a short 
code number, instead of a long premium rate number: this percentage is growing very 
fast. 
  
Q2- Candywall does not favour this opinion as the scheme is in need to a review and 
excess money should be released. 
  
Q3- Candywall does not favour this opinion, as keeping some sort of fund or bond will 
ensure a barrier to entry for new entrants who may not have genuine intentions. 
  
Q4- Candywall agrees with PhonepayPlus on these points. 
  
Q5- Candywall would favour this solution but only subject to a coinciding revision of the 
bond amounts, which are currently unnecessarily too high. 
In our pinion the opening amount could be lowered to £10,000/£15,000.  
More importantly, we would suggest a system where, after a minimum period (e.g. 2 to 3 
years), a percentage of the bond is released and the overall amount is reduced to a 
minimum value, when the service provider has built its reputation and if no claims have 
resulted in the bond having to be called upon.  
With this option, claims of compensation would continue to be processed and dealt with 
as they currently are, we would still maintain a barrier to entry, but also reward serious 
service providers with proven genuine track records.  
In our opinion the fund should therefore be dismantled, as it is not necessary and it is 
causing unjustifiable administrative expenses.  
Candywall would also welcome the creation of a "claims database" which service 
providers should have access to in order to carry out their investigation, following a 
claim, and identify possible patterns.  
  
Q6- Candywall does not favour with this solution at all as it seemed a waste of 
administration time to simply reduce the fund. Moreover a fund for an amount lower than 
£ 7500 is just even less necessary. 
  
Q7- Candywall thinks this suggestion is just not workable and probably too expensive 
and definitely too much time consuming to implement. 
  
I remain at your disposal should require more details from us. 
  
Best Regards, 

Christian Amicabile 
Managing Director 

 


